
Program for the Transform-project, Symbiosis Carnaval
and the Egolabb-project in Plomari.

Festival & Camp program 23 - 26th of August

August 23 

At the festival in Plomari: 19.30 – 21.30

The Egolabb Project
- A collage of art expressions and impressions. 
(At outdoor movie Theatre/ a big Square projected on a *big* wall?)

- A group of young artistically talented individuals from Sweden with intellectual handicaps 
visits the festival and present their artwork and holds a Q/A session. All the artwork presented
during the evening is the creations of the artists themselves, and is a expression of the things
that occupies the artists minds and lay ground for their individual unique expression. 



Detailed Festival Program for Plomari:
19.30 – 21.30 

19.30
Art Exhibition: “Escape Routs”
- A Manga exhibition by Elise Mattisson

–
(Exhibited at the “Cultural House of Stockholm” - At “Serieteket” 2016)*

“My paintings have later on become to speak about the refugees, I feel that I want to help”, says Elise 
about her exhibition that is a colorful and mysterious Manga-tale of characters, exploring the refugee-
situation in the world as well as several other questions about life in a wider perspective. 

- Take a tour through the Manga tale of Elise Mattisson while she speaks about her art and 
answers questions! Arabic translator

About the artist:
Elise Mattisson works at the art centre “Inuti” (“Inside”) in Stockholm. Inuti is a large foundation, with three 
Art Centers in Stockholm that employs 50 talented artists full-time with intellectual handicaps. Elise started 
painting manga at 12, and since then her fascination for Japan culture has grown. Elise studies Japanese, 
practices Judo and has visited Osaka several times.   

20.00
“The Odd Funeral” (2016)
- An animated short movie by Felix Swahn. 

*(Exhibited at the Animation Academy's Spring exhibition 2016)*



 - A family road trip from Sweden past Oswiecim (Auschwitz) to the Tatra Mountains in Poland, where 
they're burying Hans-Göran's grandmother who survived the Ravensbruck concentration camp during 
WWII. Based on a true story. (13 min.) In Swedish with English subtitles.

About the artist:
Felix is a productive young artist with asperger syndrome who just graduated from the Animation Academy 
in Stockholm with a two year diploma certificate. Felix is just starting a new artistic school where he's 
exploring animated storytelling further in comics. He's also at the end of a long post-production process 
with his feature-length film “The Stockholm syndrome”.  

20.15
Egolabb I & III (2015-2016)

*(Part of the Egolabb installation/collage at the Summer Exhibition at the old Mosaik Theatre 2015)*

Two short silent dance-movies where the actors from Mosaik theatre presents their alter-ego's, their 
individual expressions and impressions. The film music in the first film is an i-phone recording with 
Pablo De Acha playing live piano, improvising. Pablo is also one of the actors in the film. The second 
song is by “The Big Blue Culture”, a music centre for people with a cognitive handicap, by their 
Xylophone-orchestra that's under the artistic direction by the legendary Swedish jazz musician and 
artist Christer Bothén. By: Tina Johnsson (c.a 12 minutes.)

*(Part of the “Grand Opening – Summer Exhibition” at the new Mosaik Theatre 2016)*



20.30
Ariel in Underland (2016)
- A visual exploration through film and live performance.

*(Part of the Egolabb Installation/Collage at the Summer Exhibition at the Mosaik Theatre 2016)*

- An interactive silent movie/live theatre by a group of actors with downs syndrome from the Mosaik 
theatre ensemble in Stockholm, Sweden. The manuscript as well as the characters are written and 
created by the actors themselves, in collaboration with Tina Johnsson, visual art & director. 
Actors: Göran Utas, Mir Serrander, Sofia Wittmark, Pablo de Acha och Nicole Gamboa-Drougett.
(c.a 30 min.) English titles with live arabic translator.

About the artists:
The group of five actors from Mosaik Theatre are all part of the original ensemble at the theatre that was 
founded in 2008 by parents of a small group of actors in a collaboration with the theatre-collective “Theatre 
Slava”. Mosaik Theatre has since then grown and now has 20 actors employed and collaborates with a 
number of artists and establishments. The ensemble have since 2008 worked professionally as actors, and
have all acted in a large number of plays, film- and dance productions and have had a thousand and more 
hours of theatre- and dance training. “Ariel in Underland” has grown out of the project “Egolabb” where 
actors at the Mosaik Theatre together with Tina Johnsson (visual art and directing) has explored their 
individual artistic expressions and impressions through a various of film/live performances. . 

21.00 – 21.30
Question/Answer session with the artists 

With Felix Swahn, film director/animator, Mir Serrander and Sofia Wittmark, actors from the Mosaik 
theatre. Moderator: Tina Johnsson. In english with arabic translator to assist. 



August 24 

ALL DAY Workshop-activities and Shows at KaraTepe Camp 
 -The transform-project, workshop with the Mosaik Theatre ensemble & Egolabb project. 

14.00 – 18.00.00
(break between 16.00 – 16.30)
The transform-project. 
- Transform waste into carnival and street arts!

Come and build your own Carnaval puppet, mask, sign, art or instrument 
out of recycled material! 

(Bring your own, start collecting now!) Bottles, cans, cardboard boxes, magazines, everything can be 
used to make art by the direction of our skilled workshop artists, some color, glitter and a bit of 
imagination.  (+ Samba drums?)

We’ll also together build a bigger puppet, a bird symbolizing peace, freedom and migration, that will 
lead the big Symbiosis Carnaval the 26:th of August in Plomari.

*We invite everyone in the camp to participate in the workshop, it will go for four hours so everyone will 
have time to create something! The art will then be kept for the Carnaval and handed out to everyone 
that participates in the parade.*



Detailed Program for the Egolabb-project at Kara Tepe:

16.00 – 16.30
Mosaik Workshop. 

- A workshop lead by the Mosaik Theatre ensemble. Open to everyone who's up for some entertaining
exercise and wants to shake their bodies to some Mosaik-classic dance numbers!

18.30 – 20.00
The Egolabb project. 

- Meet and interact with the Mosaik Theatre ensemble! Participate in our dance-workshop (at 16.00). 
Watch our Egolabb-triology, as well as an interactive visual shadow dance: “Thorin the Great” by 
Göran Utas. Join in on a talk with the founder of Mosaik Theatre and father to the actress Sofia 
Wittmark, Björn Wittmark. As well as the director Tina Johnsson and the actor from the Mosaik 
ensemble Göran Utas and Sofia Wittmark in a talk about the artistic and mental process of the 
“Egolabb-approach”. 

Opening applications for participating in the two day Egolabb workshop “My Journey”, performing 
at the closing night festival on 26:th of August in Plomari in a live street-art/shadow show. 
(8 participants, 10 – 17 years)

 

18.30
The Egolabb-triology. (2015 – 2016)

Three short silent dance-movies where the actors from Mosaik theatre presents their alter-ego's, their 
individual expressions and impressions. The film music is also composed and recorded by the actors, 
as well as our friends from “The Big Blue”, a music centre for people with a mental handicap. The last 
song is performed by their Xylophone-orchestra under the artistic direction of the legendary Swedish 
jazz musician and artist Christer Bhotén. By Tina Johnsson (18 min.)

18.50



Thorin the Great

*(Part of the Egolabb installation/collage at the Summer-exhibition at the Mosaik Theatre 2015)*

A live performance conducted and created by Göran Utas, an actor from the Mosaik Theatre in 
collaboration with Tina Johnsson, visual director. (4 min.)

19.00
A talk with the founder of the Mosaik Theatre foundation and father to the actress Sofia in our 
ensemble, Björn Wittmark about the theatre and the structure of it. Björn can also answer some 
questions on how to to get organized and start your own theatre foundation. Join the director Tina 
Johnsson and the actors from the Mosaik ensemble Göran Utas and Sofia Wittmark in a talk about 
the process and approach of the Egolabb-method.

19.30 – 20.30
“My Journey”
- Egolabb workshop and performance: An introduction to “My Journey” a live 
performance/exhibition at the closing night festival. 

An introduction to the Egolabb workshop, the process of it and the structure of the 
performances in the “Symbiosis-show”. The workshop participants will for two whole days 
under the guidance of Tina Johnsson put together a live performance each to music and 
moving images, telling their story of the journey from home to Lesbos, performing at the 
closing night festival on the 26:th of August.
 

Closing applications for the workshop. Participants for the workshops and performance are chosen and 
will be asked to stay a bit longer to get information for the following two days of performance practise 
and wokshops. . 
(Part of the process will be filmed, as well as the final shows. However, we will not use any of this material 
unless we have approval from proper authorities as well as the participants themselves. But we do recommend 
not participating if you do not want any media exposure.)  
(5 participants, 10 – 17 years)



August 25:th

10.00 – 14.00/ 16.00 – 20.00

The transform-project. 
- Transform waste into carnival art, masks and street arts!

At Mandamados Camp & X-Camp(?) 

 
- Come and build your own Carnaval puppet, sign, art or instrument out of 
recycled material!

(Bring your own, start collecting now!) Bottles, cans, cardboard boxes, magazines, everything 
can be used to make art by the direction of our skilled workshop artists, some color, glitter 
and a bit of imagination. 

We’ll also together build a bigger puppet, a bird symbolizing peace, freedom and migration, 
that will lead the big Symbiosis Carnaval the 26:th of August in Plomari.

We invite everyone in the camp to participate in the workshop, it will go for four hours 
so everyone will have time to create something. The art will then be kept for the 
Carnaval and handed out to everyone that participates in the parade.



Egolabb workshop and performance practice at Kara Tepe 
– All day workshop-activities 

10.00 – 12.00
Egolabb workshop: Storytelling: “My Story” 

Workshop and performance preparation. - A storytelling session about the participants journeys 
from their home town, all the way to Lesvos. We will then talk about how they could examine this 
journey through a live performance, dancing a shadow dance/theatre to live visuals and music of their 
own choice. We will start searching for inspiration to the shows and put our stories together, all ending
here together on Lesvos. The participants will then choose visuals and a song to perform to.

13.00 – 13.30
Mosaik Workshop. 

- A workshop lead by actors from the Mosaik Theatre ensemble.

13.30 – 14.30
Dance Workshop 

15.00 – 17.00
Choreography excersises/practice

18.00 – 20.00
Putting together the show/practise to live visuals



Final Festival Closing Day Program
26:th of August in Plomari

Carnaval Workshops 10.00 – 17.00 in Plomari

The transform-project. 
- Transform waste into carnival art, masks and street arts!

Come and build your own Carnaval mask, puppet, sign, art or instrument out of recycled 
material!  Open to anyone! It will we very helpful if you brought your own recyclables! 

Bottles, cans, cardboard boxes, magazines, everything can be used to make art by the direction of our
skilled workshop artists, some color, glitter and a bit of imagination. 

We’ll also together build a bigger puppet, a bird symbolizing peace, freedom and migration, that will 
lead the big Symbiosis Carnaval the 26:th of August in Plomari.

12.00 – 16.00

Egolabb project – Kara Tepe crew
“My Journey” - Preparations and rehearsals before the live performance in Plomari.

- All eight of the Egolabb participants meet up in Plomari at location with Tina Johnsson to get 
prepared for the evening shows.

Egolabb Workshop: Create your own costume.
- The participants creates their own stage costumes by using recycled material.



17.00 – 18.00
Meet at meeting point for Carnaval 
- We're handing out Carnaval Art and instruments and getting ready for the carnaval.

18.00
GRAND FINAL CARNAVAL 
Symbiosis Carnaval: Transform Project Expo
– The big freedom, solidarity and peace carnaval through the town of Plomari.
 

20.30 – 22.00 
The Symbiosis Show: “My Journey”

Interactive live shadow dance/performances to moving images by young artists from 
the camps. - An exhibition of the Egolabb workshop.  

22.00 – 23.00
“Egolabb karaoke”

For anyone who'd like to try!
Come and do your own improvised performance to a song and visuals of your choice, be a part
of the “Egolabb-installation”!


